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The focal point of the recent Deep Creek Lake Policy and Review Board meeting was the 

chairman's report on watershed planning initiatives. Chair David Myerberg spoke of various 

meetings in Annapolis and locally, with purpose of gathering information on how to shift from a 

reactive approach to lake management toward a watershed planning framework, according to a 

board spokesperson. 

Myerberg identified the next steps to the board and audience to be a review of all laws, 

regulations, and ordinances pertaining to the lake, and synthesis of these various documents. This 

work would be the basis from which a watershed plan should be developed and an effective 

governance structure framed for implementation and funding. 

Myerberg introduced Chris Shepherd, a West Virginia University law student hired to conduct a 

compendium of laws pertaining to Deep Creek Lake. The goal of this work will be a guidebook 

on laws which can be used by lawyers and policy makers. 

Garrett County commissioner Bob Gatto reported on a recent decision to provide up to $1,600 to 

private property owners who undertake lake shoreline stabilization projects on the public buffer 

strip. These funds will be available for work approved prior to June 30, 2013. 

Eligible projects must go through the lake management application process and be approved by 

Maryland Department of the Environment. Property owners interested in taking advantage of this 

incentive should contact the management office immediately (301-387-4111) to secure an 

application. 

Carolyn Mathews, lake manager, noted that in other counties such work must be undertaken by a 

contractor with a Maryland home improvement license. Since Garrett County does not require 

such a license, lake management also does not require it for lake projects. 

Myerberg shared a photo of a recent shoreline stabilization project using Rosetta Stone, a 

recently approved material for such projects. This one project costs $60,000 for 150 feet of lake 

shoreline, or $400 a linear foot. 

Gatto noted that in addition to the incentive funds, $1,000 was allocated by the commissioners 

for a demonstration project to grow shoreline grasses, as initiated by Friends of Deep Creek Lake 

and Northern High School students. Working with DNR living shoreline experts, sites will be 

identified for implantation of grasses grown by Northern High students this spring. 



Gatto noted that the county continues to discuss the issue of road culverts channeling runoff into 

the lake. He said that one barrier to action is that the runoff flows onto private property, which 

creates a more complex situation. 

On other topics, Gatto urged residents to be sure they have a 911 address. The county 

encountered problems in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. Gatto mentioned that the county is 

considering opening a special dump site for spring cleanup of debris from that storm. 

He also noted that, after almost a decade, the western conveyance extension of the sewer system 

is complete. 

Director of DNR Resource Assessment Services Bruce Michael gave a brief update on progress 

of the lake sediment study that was conducted last year. He said his office is awaiting lab results 

and has yet to enter into the two contracts necessary to complete the study. Michael said he still 

expects the final report to be completed by June 30. 

Michael gave a report for monitoring work scheduled for this year. Specifically, DNR will 

conduct the fifth year of water monitoring and the third year of the SAV (invasive species) study 

in six areas around the lake. 

DNR plans to conduct a second year of surveying distribution of Eurasian watermilfoil (EWM), 

an invasive grass now found in many areas of the lake. Last year the study was conducted on 

July 9, and it was determined 5.8% of the area of the lake with six meters of less in depth has 

EWM. 

Barbara Beelar, representing Friends of Deep Creek Lake, noted that the full emergence of EWM 

occurs late July into mid-August and that the area found to be impacted by DNR is likely 

understated. DNR plans to conduct its survey in late June this year. 

Michael reported that DNR has reviewed various control methods for EWM, each of which has 

unintended consequences. DNR favors application of the herbicide 2-4-D in low concentrations 

as the best option. It is considering a two-acre pilot project this year, probably sometime in May. 

Discussion turned to the state Boating Advisory Committee decision to establish limits for wake 

boarding on the lake. Lake management and the policy and review board received late notice of 

this consideration and made no comment. 

Speaking from the audience, Gary Love said he was worried about possible chaos when the new 

regulations go into effect in 2013. Natural Resource Police officers said they envision the first 



year will be devoted to an educational campaign, without strict enforcement, except for repeat 

offenders. 

Mathews announced that she would be retiring as lake manager April 28, and that it may take 

four to six months before her replacement is hired. Myerberg expressed appreciation for her 

service on behalf of the PRB. 

Lindsey Williams, a lake property owner along Shoreline Drive, expressed his concerns about 

high water levels this winter and that Brookfield Renewable Power, the dam operator, has been 

operating above the established water levels of the rule band. Williams remarked that it is a 

problem not to have a representative from Brookfield in the room to respond and justify its 

actions. There were apparently no fines levied for exceeding the rule band. 

Dick Bolt, a risk management expert and lake property owner, raised issue of boating safety data 

and reporting at the lake. He claimed that not all apparent incident data which could identify 

safety problems are collected by DNR. He also asked if there would be a carrying capacity study 

conducted this year, and Mathews said that there would not, adding that 12% of the time the 

established carrying capacity limits are exceeded, but there has been no change in this figure 

over time. 

The next DCL Policy and Review Board meeting will be held Monday, April 29, 6 p.m., at the 

Discovery Center. 

 


